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An old idea in artificial intelligence is to develop software that requires a
minimal programming effort to solve complex problems. Arguably, Constraint
Programming is one of the prominent areas in AI that attempts to implement
this vision, with a focus on constraint satisfaction and optimisation problems
(CSOPs). By distinguishing modelling from solving, CP has built foundations
for programming systems that can be used to solve a wide range of CSOPs. Arguably, a key idea in CP is the modularity of CP systems: not only can many different constraints be used together; also, recent systems such as G12/MiniZinc [8]
and Numberjack [5] allow for the use of many different solvers for the same frontend language, where portfolio solvers can automatically choose solvers.
However, CP is not the only area in computer science with the vision to make
programming easier. Several other fields of AI also have an interest in declarative
programming and have been making significant progress in recent years:
Data mining: In data mining, a number of SQL-inspired languages exist as an
interface to data mining algorithms, from research-oriented languages [3] to
languages that are rapidly gaining ground in the industry [2];
Big data: For processing big data, reactive programming systems are emerging
as one of the most prominent programming systems; Spark is overtaking
Hadoop as the platform of choice for scalable machine learning [6];
Deep learning: Systems such as Tensorflow [1] and Theano [10] provide a
declarative framework for specifying optimisation criteria, in combination
with symbolic differentation to find solutions;
Probabilistic modeling: Probabilistic programming systems [9] are under development for the declarative spefication of distributions; in such systems,
programmers can either describe a generative process or impose weights on
logic formulas to specify a distribution.
The position advocated here is that CP can learn from these programming
paradigms, and these programming paradigms can benefit from CP. To provide
a number of questions that could be studied, and which have an interdisciplinary
character: can probabilistic programming be combined with stochastic constraint
programming [11], probabilistic (concurrent) constraint programming [4] or soft
constraints [7]? Would this allow to solve CSPs under uncertainty encoded into
probabilistic models or machine learning models? As reactive programming is
build on the massive propagation of change, can this propagation be used to solve
large CSPs? Can the modular approach advocated by CP, including the use of
portfolio solvers, be useful in probabilistic inference? Can concepts of propagation well-known in CP also be relevant to reactive programming? Can symbolic
differentation be included in CP systems? Is it possible to build a unifying programming methodology that supports big data, constraints, and uncertainty?
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